MIT Seminar in Organizational Economics
Fall 2019
Tuesdays, 2:30-4:00, E62-650

Organizers: Bob Gibbons, Birger Wernerfelt
Administrator: Emily Fairbanks

Sep. 17th
Ali Palida (MIT)
“Channels of Communication in Organizations”

Sep. 24th
Gerard Padró i Miquel (Yale, visiting Harvard)
“Crime, Intimidation and Whistle-Blowing: A Theory of Inference from Unverifiable Reports” (w/ S. Chassang)

Oct. 1st
Ruixue Jia (UCSD, visiting MIT)
“Understanding Administrative Hierarchy: The Political Logic and Economic Consequences”

Oct. 8th
Andrew Sutherland (MIT)
“The Economics of Voluntary Information Sharing in Credit Markets” (w/ J. Liberti and J. Sturgess)

Oct. 15th
Jean Tirole (Toulouse and MIT)
“Cooptation: Meritocracy vs. Homophily in Organizations” (w/ P.-H. Moisson)

Oct. 22nd
NO SEMINAR

Oct. 29th
Maria Guadalupe (INSEAD, visiting MIT)
“Individual Identity and Organizational Identification: Evidence from a Field Experiment” (w/ Z. Kinias and F. Schloderer)

Nov. 5th
Michela Giorcelli (UCLA)
“Not All Management Training Is Created Equal: Evidence from the Training Within Industry Program” (w/ N. Bianchi)

Nov. 12th
NO SEMINAR

Nov. 19th
Antoinette Schoar (MIT)
“Working Sorting, Work Discipline and Development” (w/ D. Atkin and S. Shinde)

Nov. 26th
Ezra Oberfield (Princeton)
“Misallocation in the Market for Inputs: Enforcement and the Organization of Production” (w/ J. Boehm)

Dec. 3rd
Erika Deserranno (Northwestern)
“Aid Crowd-Out: The Effect of NGOs on Government-Provided Public Services” (w/ N. Qian)

Fall 2019 OE Seminar Schedule: https://economics.mit.edu/events/orgecon